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Didier Drogba
2009-08

didier drogba is one of the most talented and also most unpredictable players in english football brought to chelsea by jose
mourinho after success with marseille in france he quickly became one of the most lethal strikers in the premiership and helped
chelsea to the highest success but then mourinho whom drogba idolised and whose foreword reveals the admiration is mutual
departed and the revolving door of managers that followed saw drogba disaffected injured left out of the side and the nadir
sent off in the 2008 champions league final but now under the new coach guus hiddink he is fit again and scoring high pressure
goals and a match for any defence characteristically drogba first published his autobiography in french and not for him the
empty succession of clichés about a great bunch of lads and a game of ninety minutes this is a story of growing up in west
africa then an unsettling emigration to france and a rise to the highest echelon of football there before chelsea s money came
beckoning it is a controversial book drogba found chelsea in his first months a thoroughly unwelcoming and lonely place and
about much more than football in his native ivory coast drogba is a hero and even something of a political campaigner for whom
peace and prosperity there is more important than any football bauble didier drogba plays for chelsea and the ivory coast

Commitment
2015-11-19

the story of one of the most recognisable and successful players in world football didier drogba is renowned for his heading
ability sharp shooting and sheer strength he has played for his native ivory coast and for clubs in france china and turkey but
it is as a chelsea striker that he is best known his feats with chelsea have made him a cult hero among supporters in didier
drogba s honest and revealing autobiography he will talk about life as an immigrant in paris the importance of his education
and how finding success later than most professional footballers has kept him grounded in 2012 didier was voted chelsea s
greatest ever player he talks from a privileged behind the scenes position about tactics and how he felt mentally and
physically as well as anecdotes from the dressing room didier provides unique insight into important and controversial matches
from the first trophy he won with them in 2005 to the premier league title a decade later as well as what persuaded him to stay
when he was at his lowest ebb away from football drogba has been widely applauded for his involvement in trying to broker peace
in the ivorian civil war he is a un goodwill ambassador and does a huge amount of work with the didier drogba foundation time
magazine named him one of the world s 100 most influential people go behind the scenes at stamford bridge and find out about
life on and off the field for this humble chelsea hero
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Didier Drogba - Portrait of a Hero
2008-07-07

didier drogba the name strikes fear into defenders throughout football and excites fans around the world the giant forward s
life story is as amazing as some of the goals which have turned him into a hero on two continents born in 1978 in abidjan the
capital of the troubled african state of ivory coast he was sent to live in france with an uncle a professional footballer at
the tender age of five at the age of nineteen drogba signed with le mans before moving to guingamp and becoming an ivory coast
international in 2004 chelsea splashed out gbp 24 million to bring him from olympique marseilles to stamford bridge his goals
and commitment won supporters hearts but he has courted controversy along the way apparently confessing to diving in opposition
penalty areas and his sending off in a brutal champions league clash with barcelona led to one of the world s top referees
quitting the game he has even had to face competition for his place from ukrainian goal machine andriy shevchenko now one of
the highest paid footballers in the world his amazing life story reveals the struggle of his early years his battle for
acceptance on and off the football field and the truth about his rivalry with shevchenko in a story that really is stranger
than fiction

Didier Drogba
2017-05-31

didier drogba a quitté ses parents à l âge de cinq ans pour aller vivre en france avec son oncle il retrace ses débuts de
footballeur au mans à guingamp et à marseille ses années de gloire à chelsea ainsi que les aléas de sa carrière il évoque la
force que lui insufflent sa femme et ses enfants son étroite amitié avec frank lampard john terry petr cech et d autres
coéquipiers ainsi que sa grande complicité avec josé mourinho sa notoriété de sportif n a d égal que son engagement profond
pour les causes humanitaires en 2007 il a créé la fondation didier drogba dans le but d améliorer la santé et l éducation dans
son pays son statut d ambassadeur de bonne volonté des nations unies et son plaidoyer pour mettre fin à la guerre civile
ivoirienne en 2005 ont fait de lui une icône le magazine time l a désigné comme étant l une des 100 personnes les plus
influentes dans le monde pour ses actions humanitaires le portrait d un joueur de foot de génie mais surtout celui d un homme
réfléchi émotif et dévoué
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Global Perspectives on Football in Africa
2013-10-31

football in many ways is a visual endeavour from the visual experience within the stadium itself to worldwide media
representations from advertisements to football art and artefacts football is much about seeing and being seen about watching
making visual and being visualised the fifa world cup 2010 in south africa has turned into a perfect example of the visual
dimensions of football stadiums have been built and marketed as tourist attractions mass media and internet platforms are
advertising south african cities and venues logos and emblems are displayed and celebrated exhibitions are organised in museums
world wide this book explores the social cultural and political role of football in africa by focusing on the issue of its
visibility and invisibility the contributions consider the history and present of football in different parts of africa they
examine historical and recent pictures and images of football and football players as well as places and spaces of their
production and perception they analyse the visual dimensions expressed in sports infrastructure football media scapes and in
expressive and material arts this book thus contributes to the growing interest in football in africa by exploring a new field
of research into sports this book was previously published as a special issue of soccer and society

ALEX FERGUSON: My Autobiography
2013-10-24

the million copy bestseller sir alex ferguson s reflects on his remarkable managerial career where he embraced unprecedented
european success for aberdeen and 26 triumphant seasons with manchester united what readers are saying about alex ferguson s my
autobiography the greatest manager of a generation no matter the team you support this is a must read incredible i couldn t put
it down for over two decades sir alex ferguson dominated the premier league overseeing a sustained and unparalleled period of
success with manchester united he was a visionary able to move with the times and build title winning teams both on and off the
pitch he was a man manager of phenomenal skill and increasingly he had to deal with global stars his relationship with
cristiano ronaldo for instance was excellent and david beckham has described sir alex as a father figure in his bestselling
autobiography sir alex reflects on the highlights of his extraordinary career and reveals his remarkable story from his very
early days in the tough shipyard areas of govan to winning the champions league in moscow in 2008 revised and updated this
edition offers reflections on events at manchester united since his retirement and offers fresh insights and details on his
final years as united s manager fascinating evening standard his book is really a piece of oral history and his life is a
conduit to a time when a working class man of talent could not by the magical alchemy of elite education or the stardust of
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celebrity but by a lifetime of hard work and hard thinking rise to the very top and flaws aside remain true to the best of the
world he came from guardian

Global Africa
2024-02-12

this book of 100 essays written over the last three post apartheid decades provides profiles of pan african figures mostly from
africa and its diaspora in the americas europe and the caribbean it covers the most important figures of global africa and some
important non african personalities encompassing diverse historical and political figures technocrats activists writers public
intellectuals musical and film artists and sporting figures these include cecil rhodes kwame nkrumah nelson mandela thabo mbeki
mobutu sese seko idi amin barack obama margaret thatcher boutros boutros ghali kofi annan ngozi okonjo iweala nkosazana dlamini
zuma adebayo adedeji martin luther king jr wangari maathai ruth first chinua achebe wole soyinka james baldwin maya angelou
toni morrison bell hooks buchi emecheta ali mazrui edward said angela davis fela anikulapo kuti bob marley michael jackson
burna boy asa muhammad ali pelé eusébio diego maradona viv richards jonah lomu hakeem olajuwon and many others print edition
not for sale in sub saharan africa

The Black Migrant Athlete
2017-09

the popularity and globalization of sport have led to an ever increasing migration of black athletes from the global south to
the united states and western europe while the hegemonic ideology surrounding sport is that it brings diverse people together
and ameliorates social divisions sociologists of sport have shown this to be a gross simplification instead sport and its
narratives often reinforce and re create stereotypes and social boundaries especially regarding race and the prowess and the
position of the black athlete because sport is a contested terrain for maintaining and challenging racial norms and boundaries
the black athlete has always impacted popular white perceptions of blackness in a global manner the black migrant athlete
analyzes the construction of race in western societies through a study of the black african migrant athlete munene franjo
mwaniki presents ten black african migrant athletes as a conceptual starting point to interrogate the nuances of white
supremacy and of the migrant and immigrant experience with a global perspective by using celebrity athletes such as hakeem
olajuwon dikembe mutombo and catherine ndereba as entry points into a global discourse mwaniki explores how these athletes are
wrapped in social and cultural meanings by predominately white owned and dominated media organizations drawing from discourse
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analysis and cultural studies mwaniki examines the various power relations via media texts regarding race gender sexuality
class and nationality

Soccernomics
2014-04-22

international bestseller named one of the best books of the year by guardian slate financial times independent uk and bloomberg
news soccernomics pioneers a new way of looking at soccer through meticulous empirical analysis and incisive witty commentary
the san francisco chronicle describes it as the most intelligent book ever written about soccer this world cup edition features
new material including a provocative examination of how soccer clubs might actually start making profits why that s undesirable
and how soccer s never had it so good

Didier Drogba
2016-06-15

voici l histoire de l un des joueurs de football à succès les plus en vue de notre époque né en 1978 drogba est en effet
reconnu pour ses qualités de meneur ses tirs ajustés et sa puissance naturelle il a joué pour son pays d origine la côte d
ivoire des clubs français chinois turc mais c est comme attaquant de chelsea qu il s est fait un nom les supporters du club qui
lui vouent un véritable culte l ont élu en 2012 meilleur joueur de tous les temps en marge du foot l engagement de drogba en
faveur de la paix contre le paludisme et autres épidémies en afrique n a jamais failli il a été nommé en 2007 ambassadeur de
bonne volonté du programme des nations unies pour le développement le pnud oeuvre dans le monde entier pour améliorer la vie
des populations et je suis fier d être personnellement engagé dans cette action a déclaré drogba au moment de sa nomination en
2010 le magazine time l a cité parmi les 100 personnalités les plus influentes du moment

Soccer Men
2014-04-22

simon kuper s new york times bestseller soccernomics pioneered a new way of looking at soccer through meticulous empirical
analysis and incisive and witty commentary kuper now leaves the numbers and data behind to explore the heart and soul of the
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world s most popular sport in the new extraordinarily revealing soccer men soccer men goes behind the scenes with soccer s
greatest players and coaches inquiring into the genius and hubris of the modern game kuper details the lives of giants such as
arsè wenger jose mourinho jorge valdano lionel messi kakáand didier drogba describing their upbringings the soccer cultures
they grew up in the way they play and the baggage they bring to their relationships at work from one of the great sportswriters
of our time soccer men is a penetrating and surprising anatomy of the figures that define modern soccer

The Football Men
2011-05-12

the great footballers and coaches are rarely glimpsed from up close they shield themselves from the tabloids hide their
personalities behind professionalism and in the words of the cliché do their talking on the pitch this book gets up close to
them the football menis not a series of celebrity profiles and it doesn t attempt to unearth secrets in the players private
lives rather it portrays these men as three dimensional human beings it describes their upbringings the football cultures they
grew up in the way they play and the baggage that they bring to their relationships at work this multimillion pound
multinational world is mostly inhabited by ordinary men the profiles in this book are sometimes funny but never breathless or
sensational some of the profiles in this book are based on interviews others are the results of time the author spent with that
person sometimes the profile is a story of a country all are fascinating and shed light on their subject to reveal things you
wouldn t expect from one of the great sports writers of our time this is a penetrating and surprising collection of articles on
the figures that have defined the modern sporting world

Robbo - My Autobiography
2012-08-16

bryan robson is widely remembered as a fearless and inspirational player and captain both for club and country whose presence
lifted team mates and intimidated opponents at his peak he was acknowledged as the most complete midfield player in the country
and played at the highest level despite a series of devastating injuries he began his playing career at west bromwich albion
then moved to manchester united in 1981 for a then record british transfer fee of 1 5 million he soon became captain and
enjoyed regular cup success eventually winning the championship he also won 90 caps for england 65 of them as captain his
autobiography reveals a fascinating insight into his days with the england and united camps and characters such as paul
gascoigne gary lineker roy keane and alex ferguson he puts the record straight on the drink culture that ferguson sought to
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stamp out at united and describes his pain when he discovered he was surplus to the manager s requirements he candidly reflects
on the highs and lows of his football life and discusses incidents on the pitch as well as some of the clashes that have
happened behind the scenes

Big Sam: My Autobiography
2015-10-20

football fans will love this insight into the life and mind of big sam with nearly 20 years as a player plus almost 25 years as
a coach and manager under his belt sam allardyce is one of the most recognisable figures in british football big sam has been a
robust defensive general throughout the seventies and eighties and an imposing touchline presence as a gaffer since 1994 over
the last four decades allardyce has seen it all the game he so loves is radically different to that in which he made his debut
back in 1973 and in telling his wonderfully colourful story for the very first time allardyce talks intriguingly about the
changing face of players and managers his autobiography positively crackles with characteristic insight honesty and hard
hitting opinions

The Official History of The FA Cup
2022-03-17

explore the complete history of the fa cup in this definitive illustrated book the fa cup is the oldest national football
competition in the world and one of the most beloved and popular tournaments in football in 2022 it will be 150 years since the
inaugural football association challenge cup was clinched by wanderers football club at kennington oval since then the cup has
become one of the premier tournaments in the sport and an iconic mainstay of the english game the official history of the fa
cup produced in partnership with the football association is a lavish illustrated tribute to this iconic competition filled
with stunning photographs spanning the full history of the cup this book celebrates the most exciting significant and memorable
goals games and upsets in english football history featuring insightful commentary on the fa cup s development and evolution
details of every fa cup winning side and an exclusive foreword by arsène wenger this is an essential companion for anyone with
a love of the competition which is to say fans of football everywhere
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Soccernomics (2022 World Cup Edition)
2022-10-18

written with an economist s brain and a soccer writer s skill soccernomics applies high powered analytical tools to everyday
soccer topics soccernomics is a revolutionary new way of looking at soccer that has helped to change the way the sport is
played this world cup edition features ample new material including a chapter on women s soccer that makes a case for
reparations an analysis of the pandemic s impact on soccer finances and insights into the failed plan to create a european
super league soccernomics remains essential reading for anyone in search of a more strategic systematic perspective on the game
answering the questions that most consume soccer fans

Contemporary Conflict Resolution
2011-04-11

offering an assessment of the theory and practice of conflict resolution in post cold war conflicts this book addresses a
number of questions it explores the nature of contemporary conflict and the development of conflict resolution

The Cambridge Companion to Football
2013-07-04

football is the world s most popular sport it is a cultural phenomenon and a global media spectacle for its billions of fans it
serves as a common language but where does its enduring popularity come from featuring essays from prominent experts in the
field scholars and journalists this companion covers ground seldom attempted in a single volume about football it examines the
game s oft disputed roots and traces its development through europe south america and africa analysing whether resistance to
the game is finally beginning to erode in china india and the united states it dissects the cult of the manager and how david
beckham redefined sporting celebrity it investigates the game s followers reporters and writers as well as its most zealous
money makers and powerful administrators a valuable resource for students scholars and general readers the cambridge companion
to football is a true and faithful companion for anyone fascinated by the people s game
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Soccer Science
2016-07-06

through the years a wealth of information has been accumulated in soccer experiential and science based knowledge abounds in
the sport yet the scientific information has not been sufficiently disseminated to those who would benefit most from it soccer
science fills the void with the best and most up to date research in the sport with editor tony strudwick and a who s who list
of international experts on the sport soccer science offers you an unprecedented wealth of advanced yet accessible information
on biomechanics physiology psychology skill acquisition and coaching tactical approaches and performance and match analysis it
is simply the most significant and comprehensive published work on the sport

Soccer
2012-01-01

best sport ever soccer takes readers from the beginnings of soccer to present day with a focus on the legends the amazing
stories and the unique characteristics that makes the sport great discover the ancient history of soccer the equipment used in
the game then and now the thrill of the first goal and the achievements of didier drogba pelé diego maradona mia hamm david
beckham and so many others in this amazing overview of the best sport ever soccer through colorful descriptions a glossary
additional resources engaging sidebars that go beyond the basics into advanced skills and health benefits and more the best
sport ever series is a can t miss for today s sports fan aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards
sportszone is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo

Carra: My Autobiography
2008-09-11

for the anfield faithful jamie carragher represents everything that is great about liverpool football club prompting the kop to
sing we all dream of a team of carraghers the club s vice captain longest serving player and one of a select band of players to
have made more than 500 appearances for the reds carra never gives less than 100 per cent for the cause he is the embodiment of
old fashioned football values a rarity in the modern game honest and uncompromising in carra my autobiography the liverpool
defender takes us deep into the heart of anfield into the club s past glories and its uncertain future in his typically down to
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earth style carra reveals what made him discard his blue evertonian roots to become a fully fledged red how he mended his wild
ways to become a true professional and a multiple trophy winner and the truth about a succession of managers evans houllier
benítez in the hottest seat in football a scouser through and through carra also has some forthright views on the england team
and tells why he rejected calls to return to the international fold full of sensational stories and controversial opinions of
glory and heartbreak on and off the pitch carra my autobiography is a football book unlike any other the authentic voice of
anfield carra is one of the bootroom boys in true liverpool tradition and is as committed on the page as in every game he has
played

Red: My Autobiography
2011-09-01

no player has been more synonymous with the glory years of manchester united football club over the past two decades than right
back gary neville an old trafford regular since he attended his first match at the age of six captain of the brilliant 1992 fa
youth cup winning team that became known as fergie s fledglings outspoken representative of mufc neville is the ultimate one
club man he has been at the heart of it all and at the end of an amazing career is now ready to tell it all authoritative
insightful fearless and never less than 100 honest no one has better credentials for documenting the story of united under sir
alex ferguson neville reveals the behind the scenes secrets of his early days with the likes of giggs scholes and his best mate
david beckham what it was like to play with cantona keane and ronaldo the treble in 1999 and of course an entire career of
playing for the greatest manager in the game then there are all his experiences with england from being the youngest starter at
euro 96 when football came home to the ups and downs of five major championships and seven managers venables hoddle wilkinson
keegan eriksson mcclaren and capello there are opinions and analysis on gazza rooney wags and the true story of the fa and rio
ferdinand for twenty glorious years gary neville has worn his heart on his sleeve this is his story

Up Front - My Autobiography - Kerry Dixon
2016-09-02

big blond and a goal scoring machine kerry dixon delighted chelsea and england fans during the 1980s yet his fall from grace
from the pinnacle of a playing career that had few equals has been by his own admission spectacular kerry s life in recent
years has been bedevilled with problems with gambling drugs and worst of all a prison sentence in 2015 after he was convicted
of grievous bodily harm following a fight in a pub at that point one of football s golden boys finally hit rock bottom this
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book is the honest unflinching account of his rise and fall and of the new life he is now slowly and patiently building his
memories of playing in a more robust era of the game before the days of multi million pound salaries and all the rest of the
modern football circus will appeal to plenty of nostalgic football fans as well as to all those who remember him as one of the
game s all time greats equally his unflinching recollections of his darkest days culminating in his time in prison are about as
far from the beautiful game as anyone can imagine and as fascinating as they are sometimes uncomfortable in the end however his
stunningly successful career at chelsea has ensured that he remains loved by fans despite his troubles the world is all too
familiar with tales of once famous sportsmen and women falling from grace kerry dixon s story however is unique at once for its
flashes of humour in adversity its clear eyed reflections on a different age of football when leading players could all too
easily be treated as disposable and for its humility for kerry dixon as this often moving autobiography shows the only way is
up with a foreword by frank lamparrd and contributions from harry redknapp and pat nevin

Bobby Robson: Farewell but not Goodbye - My Autobiography
2006-08-10

sir bobby robson died on the morning of 31 july 2009 revered in newcastle and the north east he was a man who enjoyed
phenomenal popularity and touched so many people with his sincerity and passion for the game of football from his playing days
with fulham and west brom in the 1950s and 60s to his twenty england caps and his brilliant management career bobby robson
inspired generations of fans however bobby s story is not just about these great achievements in this book he provided a
fascinating insight into his childhood and early adult years growing up in the north east and his working life before football
in the mines of langley park where he went underground for a year and a half at the age of fifteen one of english football s
most successful managers bobby witnessed some of the most historic sporting moments during his incredible career including such
epic incidents as the hand of god and gazza s tears he wrote of leading england through two world cups and the agony of coming
within a penalty kick of the 1990 world cup final bobby s story takes in many countries many clubs and many of the world s most
illustrious players he inspired deep affection for the qualities that he always embodied passion humour hard work and fair play
bobby robson s story is a rich and diverse one this moving and entertaining autobiography celebrates the remarkable life of a
sporting legend

John Giles: A Football Man - My Autobiography
2010-11-11
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the dream was football john giles had a gift at the age of three he could kick a ball the way it was supposed to be kicked and
he knew that every hour that passed without kicking a ball was an hour wasted it was the same dream that most of the kids had
at that time in a football man giles tells the story of a dream pursued and realised beyond his wildest imaginings from his
humble beginnings in ormond square in 1940s dublin counting down the minutes to his next game of football to that unforgettable
moment when the original football man his dad dickie announced that his young son at just fourteen was on his way to manchester
united what i didn t realise was that my dream would come true full of anecdote insight and wry humour giles recounts his rise
through the ranks at manchester united before and after the munich disaster the great players he knew the good and the bad
times under matt busby his sensational debut for ireland which he served as player and manager his starring role in the
brilliant controversial leeds united of the 60s and 70s and his challenge to the portrayal of himself and brian clough in the
damned united he also describes his enduring friendship with the kid from across dublin s tolka park eamon dunphy and his
career on rtÉ2 s football panel where giles intelligent and insightful analysis have made him an even more well loved and
respected national figure

The Winning Mindset
2016-07-14

in the winning mindset professor damian hughes the acclaimed author of liquid thinking and how to think like sir alex ferguson
draws on both his lifetime experience and academic background within sport organization and change psychology to reveal the
best ways to create a winning mindset in both personal and professional life having worked with some of the top teams in the uk
and watched some of the best coaches in the country at work hughes distils the five keys principles that separate the best
coaches and teams from the rest simplicity tripwires emotions practical stories steps the role of a sports team leader is
fascinating complex and tough fantasy football leagues may convince us that success is all about buying players and selecting a
team in reality it is about creating winning environments recruiting developing and nurturing talent effectively communicating
a shared vision with a diverse collection of individuals delivering on enormous expectations from a range of stakeholders
overcoming significant challenges handling pressure and staying focused throughout a set of challenges familiar to leaders in
all sectors

Terence Wallen - Now I'm Famous: An Autobiography of Terence Wallen
2020-01-01
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now i m famous with a life i can only describe so far as an amazing rollercoaster i ve sat comfortably seat belt fastened
absorbing every bump dip corner pace the starts the stops the judders and some slow crawls with all those said i have no
regrets boarding we ve all got a story to tell every journey can be spoken of the fact that i ve decided to write my
autobiography can inspire others to document their journey be part of the history that in the future they will be reading about
i hope after attending this launch and reading my autobiography taking me from popular to famous you too can experience
consecutive wins healing energy unexpected blessings constant growth financial freedom and deeper insight into your true worth
and self value yours truly my new autograph now i m famous industry reviews it rather engages the ordinary in order to render
it extraordinary which he is it is readable usable simulate able material that young people everywhere may read and be inspired
sydney bartley culture expert and consultant former permanent secretary principal director of culture and creative industries
jamaica a powerful and surprising book which is refreshingly candid jayde pearson bbc journalist an exhilarating look at the
colourful life of a legend in the making david brook former channel 4 director highlights high quality photos throught this
book relationships evolution giving back plus so much more

Migrant City
2020-04-07

the first history of london to show how immigrants have built shaped and made a great success of the capital city london is now
a global financial and multicultural hub in which over three hundred languages are spoken but the history of london has always
been a history of immigration panikos panayi explores the rich and vibrant story of london from its founding two millennia ago
by roman invaders to jewish and german immigrants in the victorian period to the windrush generation invited from caribbean
countries in the twentieth century panayi shows how migration has been fundamental to london s economic social political and
cultural development br migrant city sheds light on the various ways in which newcomers have shaped london life acting as cheap
labour contributing to the success of its financial sector its curry houses and its football clubs london s economy has long
been driven by migrants from earlier continental financiers and more recent european union citizens without immigration fueled
by globalization panayi argues london would not have become the world city it is today

Didier Drogba
2014

Жизнь Дидье Дрогба путь из бедных кварталов Абиджана в Кот д Ивуаре к блестящим победам громкой славе и всемирному признанию
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Первый африканец забивший 100 голов в английской Премьер лиге Обладатель почти двух десятков престижных трофеев Лидер в игре и
в раздевалке в клубе и в сборной На поле он не убирал ног не избегал борьбы не симулировал травм и в книге он предельно честен
и открыт Как едва не сорвался его переход из Марселя в Челси Из за чего Челси проиграл МЮ финал Лиги чемпионов в Москве Почему
Жозе Моуринью Особенный и как себя ведет в раздевалке Челси Роман Абрамович Лучший футболист Африки 2006 г остался тем же
простым искренним немного застенчивым парнем который в пятилетнем возрасте переехал во Францию чтобы играть в футбол В его
автобиографии эта искренность соединилась с мудростью нажитой годами болезненных травм физических и душевных чтобы в итоге
получилась одна из лучших футбольных биографий десятилетия

Отдать всего себя. Моя автобиография
2022-04-29

at arsenal the club where he won the fa cup three times per mertesacker was affectionately called the big friendly german
standing at 6ft 6in he was the defender who took fitness so seriously that he invested ten per cent of his annual salary on
personal therapists his endurance would help him in a decade long career with the german national team which culminated in him
lifting the world cup in 2014 in his autobiography mertesacker reveals the story of that summer in brazil explaining the
tactical tricks of jogi low as well as the motivational arts of arsene wenger he asks himself to what extent talent plays a
role in football having been a youth who was told he had too little of it until he was promoted by ralf rangnick at hannover 96
now the academy manager at arsenal mertesacker details what it really takes to become a success in the game he started playing
when he was just four years old

BFG: Big Friendly German
2019-09-09

the whistle blows and i set off for the one kick i know will stay with me for the rest of my life maybe even define my life
michael carrick was the heartbeat of manchester united for more than a decade he was the player that made them tick loved by
his managers lauded by his fellow professionals worshipped by the old trafford faithful yet regularly misunderstood by the
wider public carrick was a player like no other intelligent calm thoughtful in many ways the opposite of the archetypal english
midfielder carrick has always been his own man and is typically forthright in his book he reveals what it s really like to win
relentlessly under legendary manager sir alex ferguson shows us the hidden secrets of the famous carrington training ground
invites us to experience the camaraderie and clashes inside the united dressing room and lets us feels what it s like to walk
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out on the old trafford pitch alongside some of the biggest names in the game from ronaldo to scholes to giggs rooney and the
rest a deeply personal book between the lines reveals for the first time michael s battles with mental health his struggles
with the national side as well as the redemption he has found with his family and his team from growing up in the north east to
winning the champions league and five premier league titles with manchester united via west ham and tottenham carrick s story
reveals him to be his own man fearless thoughtful intelligent and honest all of michael carrick s proceeds from the sale of the
book will be donated to the michael carrick foundation dedicated to providing financial support to community services that will
give underprivileged children living in the north and north east better opportunities so that they feel safe valued and
inspired

Michael Carrick: Between the Lines
2018-10-18

80 million in debt and with financial meltdown a matter of weeks away in july 2003 chelsea football club were saved from almost
certain penury by roman abramovich a reclusive young billionaire that few people outside his native russia had heard of making
history not reliving it recounts the first decade of roman s rule in london mirrored against a backdrop of an ever changing
social media driven angst and envy ridden world where the revolving door of change seems to spin as fast as that of the manager
s at stamford bridge granular season by season detail of exactly how chelsea amassed three league titles four fa cups two
league cups a champions league and a europa league in ten eventful years is entertainingly supplemented with news and
entertainment bulletins and rounded off with enlightening and diverse points of view provided by a broad cross section of
supporters unified by their blissful enjoyment of the desperate jealousy of rival fans now only able to relive the history that
their own precious club s once made

Making History, Not Reliving It
2013-12-01

clive allen was one of the finest goalscorers of his generation but arguably his biggest battle has been to prove himself the
best in his own family the son of legendary spurs double winning forward les allen elder brother of qpr forward bradley cousin
and teammate of paul allen and nephew of dennis allen clive was born into a family of footballing aristocracy his remarkable 49
goal haul for tottenham in the 1986 87 season still stands as a club record which earned him the rare dual honour of
professional footballers association player of the year and football writers association player of the year in addition to the
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first division golden boot that stunning achievement was the climax of a career which began as a prodigy at queens park rangers
where he was the highest league scorer in england s four divisions at the age of 18 before becoming english football s first
million pound teenager when signing for arsenal in 1980 yet in one of the most mysterious transfers of modern times clive was
sold to crystal palace without playing a game and went on to represent eight more clubs including a year in france with
bordeaux before a brief stint as an nfl kicker for the london monarchs later he was assistant manager at harry redknapp s
resurgent tottenham team and twice served as caretaker manager at white hart lane now one of football s most respected
broadcast experts allen has for the first time decided to tell his life story in full frank funny and forthright he takes you
inside the dressing room and onto the pitch and tells what it is like to have lived a life in the glare of a game he has
devoted his life to

Up Front
2019-10-17

the long awaited autobiography of howard webb the man who refereed the world cup final webb s first game as a match official
came when he was just 18 and his father s verdict was blunt useless he doesn t know his arse from his elbow it wasn t the last
time his performance would come under fire but webb progressed through the ranks and his natural calm authority made a good
impression on players and administrators alike and soon he was being offered the top matches and the toughest fixtures the
policeman went on to take charge of some of the most important games including the 2009 fa cup final the 2010 champions league
final and the biggest of the lot the 2010 world cup final now in this superb and frank memoir howard webb reveals what it is
like to be at the heart of the action in modern day football where every decision can be unpicked by television cameras he
explains how he learned to handle some of the game s superstars refereeing is a hard business but webb shows just why he
enjoyed it so much and provides fascinating insights into how he dealt with the most challenging situations with his unique
perspective and the characteristic honesty and humour he has displayed as a pundit on bt sport webb has written a book that
reveals the game and the man himself in a new light genuinely fascinating insight into the difficulties of officiating in the
modern game and webb s frankness and self deprecation are to be commended when saturday comes

The Man in the Middle
2016-10-20

ヨーロッパ サッカー史上初の三冠を達成したマンチェスター ユナイテッドを率いる名監督 ファーガソンの赤裸々な伝記
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マネージング・マイ・ライフ
1999-12-06

steven gerrard is a hero to millions not only as the inspirational captain of liverpool fc but as a key member of the england
team here for the first time he tells the story of his lifelong obsession with football in an honest and revealing book which
captures the extraordinary camaraderie the soul destroying tensions and the high octane thrills of the modern game as never
before born in the liverpool suburb of huyton in 1980 steven first joined liverpool as a yts trainee and played his first game
for the first team aged just 18 his career has gone from strength to strength ever since and he is now the team s captain and
its lynchpin liverpool s incredible comeback in the champions league final in istanbul in may 2005 recovering from a 3 goal
deficit against ac milan to win on penalties is testament to the amazing power gerrard has over his team his presence on the
pitch is a force to be reckoned with and places him amongst the very first rank of players in the world a relatively private
figure steven has rarely spoken out in public now his legions of fans will be allowed an intimate glimpse of what makes their
hero tick he speaks for the first time about the torturous will he won t he chelsea rumours and his undying passion for
liverpool we experience first hand the highs of winning in istanbul and elsewhere as well as the occasional lows of being
parted from his much loved family and friends and of course the book contains a full blow by blow account of england s world
cup campaign in germany 2006 steven gerrard s book is the definitive football autobiography like its subject it s honest
passionate and exhilarating if steven gerrard isn t your hero yet by the time you ve read this he will be

Gerrard
2012-09-30

国際化の波はさらに加速し マネーの価値がスポーツの真価すら変容させはじめた この大きなうねりの中 正念場を迎えた日本サッカーは これからどこへ向かえばいいのか 日本サッカー最大の理解者による フランス ワールドカップの検証と未来への積極的展望 スポーツ界
のみならず 企業経営者 教育関係者などからも絶賛を浴びた 前著 勝者のエスプリ に続く待望の第二弾

勝者のヴィジョン
1999-04-30

shelled and shot at in the iranian revolution nearly murdered in sicily crucified by the lord chief justice in the appeal court
silenced by the bbc for telling the truth this is the autobiography of martin young and his 45 years in television working for
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all the major bbc news and current affairs programmes it charts his battle with the legal and political establishment over his
groundbreaking programme rough justice which led to the release of five people who had been falsely imprisoned for crimes as
serious as murder and sexual assault as a foreign correspondent martin has reported from the iranian revolution gaza and the
west bank and told the story of the mafia in both new york and sicily as a presenter and reporter on bbc television since 1973
martin has worked on shows such as nationwide newsnight panorama andrough justice nationwide attracted up to twelve million
viewers with a mixture of the silly and the serious news of the day across britain and paved the way for dozens of news
magazine programmes opposable truths tells the stories that have contributed to almost half a century of cutting edge
broadcasting serious and amusing in turn this gripping book offers a previously unseen glimpse of life inside broadcasting

Opposable Truths
2015-10-21

kultowy the mixer wreszcie po polsku taktyczna historia premier league na początku lat 90 angielski futbol był fizyczny i
twardy opierał się przede wszystkim na agresji i sile drużyny grały klasycznym ustawieniem 4 4 2 mało który trener pozwalał
sobie na taktyczne eksperymenty gdy w 1992 roku zrodziła się premier league nagle wszystko uległo radykalnej zmianie michael
cox zabiera nas w fascynującą podróż przez angielskie stadiony pokazuje jak tamtejsza liga na przestrzeni 25 lat wykazywała
taktyczny postęp tłumaczy którzy menedżerowie okazali się rewolucjonistami i którzy piłkarze zupełnie odmienili futbol od
manchesteru united fergusona i arsenalu wengera przez chelsea mourinho i leicester ranieriego do manchesteru city guardioli od
wielkich gwiazd lat 90 jak cantona zola bergkamp owen po znakomitych piłkarzy błyszczących w xxi wieku jak cristiano ronaldo
lampard henry gerrard agüero czy kane sentymentalna porywająca błyskotliwa taktycznie pozycja obowiązkowa dla wszystkich fanów
premier league

Premier League. Historia taktyki w najlepszej piłkarskiej lidze świata.
2019-07-10
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